Abstract. Using a new Borel type growth lemma, we extend the difference analogue of the lemma on the logarithmic derivative due to Halburd and Korhonen to the case of meromorphic functions f (z) such that log T (r, f ) ≤ r/(log r) 2+ν , ν > 0, for all sufficiently large r. The method by Halburd and Korhonen implies an estimate for the lemma on difference quotients, where the exceptional set is of finite logarithmic measure. We show the necessity of this set by proving that it must be of infinite linear measure for meromorphic functions whose deficiency is dependent on the choice of the origin. In addition, we show that there is an infinite sequence of r in the set for which m(r, f (z + c)/f (z)) is not small compared to T (r, f ) for entire functions constructed by Miles. We also give a discrete version of Borel type growth lemma and use it to extend Halburd's result on first order discrete equations of Malmuist type.
Introduction
The lemma on the logarithmic derivatives is one of the key results needed in proving Nevanlinna's second main theorem [25] , as well as an important tool in analyzing value distribution of entire and meromorphic solutions of differential equations [23] . Nevanlinna theoretic approach by Ablowitz, Halburd and Herbst [1] to study difference Painlevé equations leads to a need of finding extensions of value distribution theory for difference operators. A lemma on difference quotients for finite order meromorphic functions was introduced in two independent studies, by Halburd and the first author [16, 17] , and by Chiang and Feng [8] . The lemma on difference quotients was later on extended to include meromorphic functions f of hyper-order less than one by Halburd and the first and the second author [19] as
where ε > 0, c ∈ C \ {0} and r → ∞ outside of a set of finite logarithmic measure, and the hyper-order ς of f is defined as ς = ς(f ) = lim sup r→∞ log log T (r, f ) log r .
The estimate by Chiang and Feng [8] can be written in the form where r → ∞ without an exceptional set and the order σ of f is defined as σ = σ(f ) = lim sup r→∞ log T (r, f ) log r .
Chiang and Feng [9, 10] and, independently, Bergweiler and Langley [5] have obtained Wiman-Valiron type estimates for difference quotients in the case of order < 1 meromorphic functions. These results extend a Wiman-Valiron method for differences due to Ishizaki and Yanagihara [22] . Recently, Chiang and Feng [11] obtained the Askey-Wilson logarithmic difference estimate for meromorphic function of finite logarithmic order, and Cheng and Chiang [6] proved a lemma on the logarithmic Wilson differences for finite order meromorphic functions. The necessity of the appearance of the exceptional set in the lemma on difference quotients has so far remained an open question. By a superficial observation, in estimates of the type (1.2) the exceptional set does not seem to be present. However, for functions of irregular growth whose lower order λ is defined by
and satisfies λ ≤ σ − 1, the error term on the right hand side of (1.2) is, in fact, bigger than the characteristic T (r, f ) for large part of the positive real line. In this paper we will show, for meromorphic functions whose deficiency are dependent on the choice of the origin, such as functions constructed by Gol'dberg [3] and Miles [24] , that the exceptional set in the estimate (1.1) cannot be reduced into a set of finite linear measure. In particular, we will show that for Miles' example of entire functions f with order 3/2 < σ < ∞, there is an infinite sequence of r in the exceptional set such that
as r → ∞. Before this, in Section 3 we will first extend the lemma on difference quotients to a slightly more general case where f is a meromorphic function such that log T (r, f ) ≤ r/(log r) 2+ν for any ν > 0 and for all r sufficiently large by showing that for such functions
for all r outside of a set of finite logarithmic measure. A key tool in the proof of this extension is a new Borel type growth lemma, introduced in Section 2 below. A purely discrete form of the Borel lemma is given in Section 4, which extends a result due to Al-Ghassani and Halburd [2] . Finally, we obtain a Malmquist type theorem for first order discrete equations in Section 5 as an application of the discrete Borel lemma.
Borel type growth lemma extensions
The following lemma is an extension of the growth lemma [19, Lemma 8.3 ].
Lemma 2.1. Let T : [0, ∞) → (0, ∞) be a non-decreasing continuous function and let s ∈ (0, ∞). If
where r runs to infinity outside of a set E of finite logarithmic measure, i.e.
E dr/r < ∞.
Proof. For a fixed constant η ∈ R + such that η > ζ, assume that the set
is of infinite logarithmic measure. Note that F η is a closed set and therefore it has a smallest element, say r 0 . Set
for all n ∈ Z + . Suppose that there exists an m ∈ Z + such that r n ≥ nh(n) for all r n ≥ m. But then,
which contradicts the assumption Fη ∩[1,∞) dt/t = ∞. Therefore, the sequence {r n } n∈Z + has a subsequence {r nj } j∈Z + such that r nj < n j h(n j ) for all j ∈ Z + . Since r n+1 − r n ≥ s, we may assume without loss of generality that s ≥ 1, by taking another subsequence of {r nj } j∈Z + if necessary. By iterating (2.4) along the sequence {r nj } j∈Z + , we have
for all j ∈ Z + . It follows that r nj ≥ r 0 + n j s ≥ n j s ≥ n j for all j ∈ Z + , and so
which contradicts (2.1). Hence the logarithmic measure of F η defined by (2.3) must be finite, and so
h(r) for all r outside of a set of finite logarithmic measure. Therefore the assertion (2.2) follows.
Let ζ(r) be a function of r which has a finite limit as r → ∞ and f (z) be a meromorphic function. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.1, if T (r, f ), r ≥ r 0 > e, grows in such a way that
, then T (r, f ) satisfies the asymptotic relationship (2.2). However, when ζ(r) is a function of r which tends to ∞ as r → ∞, the situation will be different. For example, for the function f (z) = exp(e z ), it follows from [20, p. 7] that
We see that in this case
This example shows that Lemma 2.1 is best possible when applied to meromorphic functions in the sense that ζ cannot be extended to ∞ in general.
Lemma on the difference quotients
Let c be a nonzero constant and f (z) be a nonconstant meromorphic function. It is shown in [13, p. 66 ] (see also [1] or [30] ) that the following double inequality
holds as r → ∞ without any exceptional set. If T (r, f ) also satisfies (2.5), then for a given small ε > 0 and any number v > 2ε, we may choose h(r) in (2.5) to be h(r) = (log r) 1+ε and let ζ(r) = h(r)h(rh(r))/(log r) 2+v , where r ≥ r 0 > e. Now, the inequality (2.5) becomes log T (r, f ) ≤ r/(log r) ν+2 for all r ∈ [r 0 , ∞) and, by Lemma 2.1, it follows that for any finite number s > 0,
for all r outside of a set of finite logarithmic measure. By combining (3.1) and (3.2), we get the asymptotic relation
where r → ∞ outside an exceptional set of finite logarithmic measure. Similarly to (3.1), it is also suggested in [13, p. 66 ] that for any nonconstant meromorphic function f (z) the double inequality
holds as r → ∞. Since the integrated counting function N (r, f ) is nondecreasing, continuous and satisfies
, ν > 0, we have by Lemma 2.1 and (3.4) that
holds as r → ∞ outside an exceptional set of finite logarithmic measure. Thus the asymptotic relation (3.3) can also be obtained by combining (3.5) and the following Lemma 3.1, which is an extension of the estimate on difference quotients (1.1).
Lemma 3.1. Let f be a nonconstant meromorphic function such that log T (r, f ) ≤ r/(log r) 2+ν , ν > 0, for all sufficiently large r. Then, for a given 0 < ε < ν,
for all r outside of an exceptional set with finite logarithmic measure.
Proof. Let C > 1 and r 0 be such that T (r, f ) ≥ x 0 > e for all r ≥ r 0 . By the Borel's lemma (see, e.g. [7] ), we know that there is a positive, non-decreasing and continuous function ξ(x), x 0 ≤ x < ∞ such that the following inequality
holds for all r outside a set E satisfying
where R < ∞. For a given 0 < ε < ν, let ξ(x) = x ε when f has finite order and ξ(x) = (log x)(log log x) 1+ε when f has infinite order. It follows from (3.7) that the following closed set
has finite logarithmic measure at most. Let
holds for all r outside of the set E. By assumption log T (r, f ) ≤ r/(log r) 2+ν , ν > 0, for all r ≥ r 0 and so we have from [19, Lemma 8.2 
which together with (3.2) yields the estimate (3.6) by choosing δ = 1 − 1/ log r.
For meromoprhic functions of hyper-order ς ≥ 1, the quantity m(r, f (z +c)/f (z)) can grow as fast as T (r, f ) for all r ∈ [0, ∞), for example, for f (z) = exp(e z ). But for meromorphic functions of hyper-order ς < 1, this case occurs only when the sequence of r is in a certain set of finite logarithmic measure, as indicated by the estimate (1.1) or by (3.6) . Note that when ς < 1 we need to choose ξ(x) = (log x) 1+ε/3 in Lemma 3.1 to get the estimate (1.1) when f has infinite order as in the proof of [19, Lemma 9 .1] and, consequently, the set E in (3.8) is redefined to be
where (log T (r + |c|, f )) 1+ε/3 ≤ (r + |c|) (ς+ε/3)(1+ε/3) and (ς + ε/3)(1 + ε/3) < 1 for a sufficiently small ε > 0 and large r. Below we consider the necessity of the exceptional set which appears in the estimate (1.1) and the irregular behavior of the proximity function m(r, f (z + c)/f (z)) in the exceptional set. To this end, we first prove the following Proposition 3.2, which is a counterpart of a result due to Valiron [28] (see also [26, p. 271] ) concerning the dependence on the choice of the origin of the deficiency of a general meromorphic function f . Recall that the deficiency d(0, f ) for the value 0 is defined as
Valiron [28] proved: If the characteristic function T (r, f ) of a meromorphic function f satisfies the condition
then the deficiency of f is independent on the choice of origin, that is, d(0, f (z)) = d(0, f (z + c)) for any finite non-zero constant c. The function f (z) = exp(e z ) which has 0 as the Picard exceptional value shows that the converse of Valiron's result is in general not true. We prove 
holds for all r ∈ E 0 . Moreover, if f is entire, then there is an infinite sequence of r such that as r → ∞,
A [24] . For the finite order case, we recall the following two examples. The first one is due to Gol'dberg [3] T (r, f (z + c))
It follows that 
We claim that this set has infinite linear measure. Otherwise, the inequality
holds for all r outside an exceptional set with finite linear measure. Recall the following lemma from [18, Lemma 3.1]: Let µ be a positive, strictly increasing differentiable function of r defined on (r 0 , ∞) for some r 0 and let g 1 (r) and g 2 (r) be two nondecreasing functions for all r 0 < r < ∞ such that g 1 (r) ≤ g 2 (r) for all r ∈ (r 0 , ∞) \ E 1 , where the exceptional set E 1 satisfies
Then, for a given ǫ > 0, there is anr ≥ r 0 such that g 1 (r) ≤ g 2 (s(r)) for all r ≥r, where s(r) = µ −1 (µ(r) + ǫ). By applying this lemma with µ(r) = r to (3.15) we obtain, for a given ǫ such that 0 < 3ǫ ≤ |c|, there is a large enough r 0 such that for all r ∈ [r 0 , ∞), T (r + |c|, f ) ≤ CT (r + ǫ, f ), which implies that the superior limit of T (r + |c|, f )/T (r + ǫ, f ), as r approaches ∞, is at most C. But then lim sup
a contradiction to (3.12) or (3.13). Hence the set defined in (3.14) must be of infinite linear measure. If f is an entire function such that d 1 > d 2 , then we can deduce that
On the other hand, by the definition of deficiency, for a given ε satisfying 0 < 2ε
holds for all sufficiently large r. From the definition of d 2 , it follows that there is a sequence of r such that m(r, 1/f (z + c)) ≤ (d 2 + ε)T (r, f (z + c)) when r is sufficiently large. Together with this inequality, we get from (3.16) and (3.17) that
holds for all sufficiently large r in this sequence. Thus our assertion follows.
For a meromorphic function f whose deficiency is dependent on the choice of origin, if T (r, f ) satisfies the condition (2.1), then by Lemma 2.1 the estimate (2.2) holds for all r outside the set defined in (2.3) with finite logarithmic measure. Since the constant C in Proposition 3.2 satisfies C ≥ 1 + η/h(r) when r is sufficiently large, it follows that the set in (2.3) is also of infinite linear measure. However, from the proof of Lemma 3.1, it is seen that the exceptional set in the estimate (3.6) (also in (1.1)) is independent of the one in (2.3) whenever the characteristic function T (r, f ) satisfies
and, from the proof of Proposition 3.2, we see that this case cannot be excluded automatically when the deficiencies also satisfy max{d(0, f (z)), d(0, f (z + c))} < 1. Miles' function above is such an example. After the above remark, we now apply Proposition 3.2 to study the necessity of the exceptional set in (1.1). Consider a meromorphic function f of hyper-order ς < 1 whose deficiency is dependent on the choice of origin. Firstly, from Proposition 3.2 it follows that for some finite constant C > 1 the set E 2 = {r : T (r + 2|c|, f ) ≥ CT (r + |c|, f )} is of infinite linear measure. From the definition of E in (3.10), it is seen that there is a sufficiently large r 0 such that
Thus the exceptional set associated with the error term in the estimate (1.1) is also of infinite linear measure. Secondly, if f is entire, from Proposition 3.2 we know that there is an infinite sequence of r such that m(r, f (z + c)/f (z)) = o(T (r, f )) as r → ∞. By (1.1) it follows that the infinite sequence of r satisfying (3.18) must be in the exceptional set associated with the error term in (1.1). In conclusion, for entire functions of hyper-order less than 1 whose deficiency is dependent on the choice of origin, the estimate (1.1) is not applicable in the exceptional set with infinite linear measure. This answers the question of the necessity of the exceptional set in the lemma on difference quotients, posed in the introduction.
As pointed out by Chiang and Luo [12, p. 455 ], the estimate (1.
2) is small compared with T (r, f ) as r → ∞ without any exceptional set. For example, the function
The sharpness of Valiron's result is guaranteed by Gol'dberg's example above. Thus, for a meromorphic function f of finite order σ whose deficiency is dependent on the choice of origin, we have σ − λ ≥ 1, and from the proof of Lemma 2.1 and 3.1 we know that, for a constant C > 1 and a sufficiently small ε > 0, the following inequality (3.19)
holds for all r outside of an exceptional set of finite logarithmic measure. If we apply [18, Lemma 3.1] above with µ(r) = log r to (3.19) to remove this set, then we get from (1.1) that for some ǫ > 0, (3.20) where there exists an infinite sequence r n such that the error term in (3.20) satisfies o(r σ−1+ε n ) = o(T (r n , f )) as r n → ∞.
Discrete Borel type growth lemma extensions
Osgood [27] and, independently, Vojta [29] observed that Nevanlinna's theory of value distribution and Diophantine approximation theory appear to be analogous on a deep level. Based on this observation Vojta composed a "dictionary" between the two theories. In this dictionary Nevanlinna theory appears to be ahead of Diophantine approximation theory in the sense that deep open conjectures in Diophantine approximation correspond to known classical results in Nevanlinna theory.
By replacing the continuous variable r in Lemma 2.1 with a sequence of positive numbers, we have the following discrete analogue of Lemma 2.1. Our result is an extension of [2, Lemma 8] due to Al-Ghassani and Halburd, who applied their result to consider non-linear discrete equations with solutions y n ∈ Q having slow height growth in terms of n. For clarity, in what follows we use h(n) = h n for a discrete sequence {h n }. Lemma 4.1. Let {T n } n≥n0 (n 0 > 0) be a non-decreasing sequence of positive numbers and let s be a fixed positive integer. If
where ζ ∈ [0, ∞) and h(n) is an increasing sequence of positive numbers such that
where n runs to infinity outside of a set E of finite discrete logarithmic measure, i.e. n∈E 1/n < ∞. Proof. For a fixed constant η ∈ R + such that η > ζ, assume that the set
is of infinite discrete logarithmic measure, i.e. n∈Fη 1/n = ∞. Let r 0 = min(F η ) and, for all n ∈ N, set r n = min(F η ∩ F n−1 ), where F n−1 = {i ≥ 0 : r n−1 + s + i} is the set defined for all i ∈ N. Then the sequence {r n } n∈N satisfies r n+1 − r n ≥ s for all n ∈ Z + , F η ⊂ ∞ n=0 {r n , r n + 1, . . . , r n + s} and
for all n ∈ Z + . Suppose that there exists an integer m ∈ Z + such that r n ≥ nh(n) for all n ≥ m. But then,
where [nh(n)] denotes the largest integer not exceeding nh(n), which is a contradiction with the assumption j∈Fη 1/j = ∞. Therefore, the sequence {r n } n∈Z + has a subsequence {r nj } j∈Z + such that r nj ≤ n j h(n j ) for all j ∈ N. Then, as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, by iterating (4.4) along the sequence {r nj } j∈N , it can be shown that r nj ≥ n j for all j ∈ Z + and that the superior limit of h(n)h(nh(n)) log T n /n along the sequence r nj is ≥ η, which yields a contradiction to (4.1). We omit those details. This implies that the discrete logarithmic measure of F η defined by (4.3) must be finite, and so
for all n outside of a set of finite discrete logarithmic measure. Thus the assertion (4.2) follows.
Analogous to the continuous case, if we take h(n) in Lemma 4.1 to be h(n) = (log n) 1+ε , where ε > 0, n ≥ n 0 > e, then
Then, if {T n } n≥n0 is a sequence of n such that log T n ≤ n/(log n) 2+ν , where ν > 0, we have lim sup n→∞ h(n)h(nh(n)) log T n n = 0, and so by Lemma 4.1 it follows that
Also, from the characteristic function T (r, f ) of the function f (z) = exp(e z ) we know that the constant ζ in Lemma 4.1 cannot be extended to ∞ since we may choose an infinite sequence of r n such that r n = n.
Malmquist's theorem for discrete equations
The algebraic entropy [4, 21] of a discrete equation is defined as
where d j is the degree of the j th iterate of a discrete equation as a rational function of its initial conditions. If the algebraic entropy of a discrete equation is zero, then this is considered to be a strong sign of integrability of the equation. Consider as an example discrete equation
where P (n, y n ) and Q(n, y n ) are coprime polynomials in y n having rational coefficients in Q[n]. For the autonomous version of (5.1), we have d j = [deg y0 (R)] j and so the algebraic entropy is equal to log deg y0 (R) in this case. This implies that the algebraic entropy of (5.1) is zero if and only if (5.1) is the discrete Riccati equation. For a review on applications of algebraic entropy to the second order discrete equations, see [14] .
Halburd [15] has shown, assuming that the heights of the coefficients are small compared to the height of the solution, that the heights of iterates of the discrete equation (5.1) over number fields grow exponentially, unless deg y0 (R) = 1. Using this idea of Diophantine integrability, Al-Ghassani and Halburd obtained an extension of this result to the second order case by singling out the discrete Painlevé II equation [2] .
As the final result of this study, we will apply Lemma 4.1 to give an improvement of Halburd's result on the first order discrete equations. Before stating the result, we need one more definition. Let k be a number field, and let {y n } n∈N ⊂ k be a solution of (5.1), where the coefficients are in k [n] . For x ∈ k we denote by H(x) the height and by h(x) = log H(x) the logarithmic height of x. We say that {y n } n∈N is admissible if the logarithmic heights of all coefficients of (5.1) are of the growth o(h(y n )) as n → ∞ outside of an exceptional set of finite discrete logarithmic measure n∈E 1/n < ∞. This definition is an exact Diophantine analogue of the notion of admissible meromorphic solution of a difference equation in the spirit of Vojta's dictionary [29] . Proof. By taking the logarithmic height of both sides of (5.1), it follows that h(y n+1 ) = deg y0 (R)h(y n ) + o(h(y n )) as n → ∞ outside of an exceptional set E of finite discrete logarithmic measure. Therefore, 
